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Before

Purpose

Intervention

Clinical work in the radiology reading room is often interrupted by phone calls.
The effects of interruptions have been shown to increase errors in many hospital
settings. Yu et all found that on call radiologists are interrupted as frequently as
every 4 minutes by telephone calls. This is a problem encountered in the body
reading room at Jefferson, with calls from radiology technologists and other
members of the radiology team, inpatient teams, outpatient consulting providers,
and other miscellaneous sources all contributing to the influx of calls each day.
Burnout is an important factor in maintaining staff viability and effectiveness,
and is an identified problem based on the most recent faculty StandPoint
survey, with the high frequency of phone calls and distractions being a known
dissatisfier for residents. Most phone call interruptions are not urgent and do
not require immediate communication and are amenable to less immediate and
distracting forms of communication than phone calls. A preliminary assessment
reveals that a substantial proportion of calls emanates from technologists and do
not require immediate communication and are amenable to alternative forms of
communication. Other frequent communications originate from clinicians
requesting a preliminary interpretation or clarification and the vast majority are
not emergent.

The intervention we proposed was the use of a 3rd-party company (InternU) to
provide “reading room assistance” (RRA) to field the phone calls that were
otherwise directly targeting the reading rooms and physicians/radiologists
delivering direct patient care by interpreting imaging studies involving the
assimilation of massive data requiring maximal concentration and focus. The
initial pilot study will involve RRA staff directing calls to the appropriate people,
and when possible, communicate with attending radiologists and
fellows/residents in the body reading room via an electronic messaging tool.

After

A resident assigned to “protocolling duty” recorded the phone calls they received
during the day before and after implementation of reading room assistance. We
also sent out a survey to all radiology residents and attendings before and after
implementation, in order to assess attitudes toward workflow. We recorded 4
weeks of phone calls prior to implementation of the reading room assistants, as
well as 4 weeks of phone calls after implementation.

Measurement and Results
The average number of phone calls to the reading room before our “intervention”
was 34.9 ± 4.3. The average number of phone calls to the reading room after our
“intervention” was 19.3 ± 2.3. Using the Wilcoxon rank sum test, there was a
significant difference between the two groups. The p-value is < .0001. The result
is significant at p < .05.

Aim for Improvement:
Our aim for improvement was to find ways to decrease distractions and phone
calls in the body radiology reading room and to convert unpredictable and
“immediate-response distractions” to “managed distractions” that can be
addressed without aborting patient care/case interpretation immediately and
unnecessarily. The goal was to decrease interruptions which would allow more
time to be spent on reading cases, learning, and teaching. One metric that we
identified was the number of phone calls to the reading room, which we intend to
decrease by 50% after implementation of our pilot.

Next Steps and Lessons Learned
We have encountered a number of issues and have had to work to resolve them
while in the initial phases. One way we were able to do this was by performing a
PDSA (Plan-Do-Study-Act) cycle. This allowed us to have a framework for
implementing our intervention and helped us assess the early feedback we
received. In addition, performing a “stakeholder analysis” involved thinking
about all affected parties and allowed us to predict some of the issues we would
encounter. The early feedback indicates a predictably favorable response from
radiologists experiencing the benefit of the RRA program and a predictably
unfavorable response from the technologists accustomed to immediate and
unfettered access to radiologists notwithstanding their involvement in patient
care.
Next Steps:

Start of
Reading Room
Assistance

This project served as a pilot study in the CT Body division
Continue survey data collection
Goal to implement full time use of Reading Room Assistance
Expansion into other departments
– Neuro
– MSK
– Ultrasound
Continued use of Microsoft Teams
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